
       

 

 
 

 

You are cordially invited to apply to teach at the 2022 Weaving in the Sunshine State basket weaving retreat. The event will be 

held on February 1-3, 2022 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel at Bell Tower Shops in Ft. Myers, Florida. We are seeking classes in 2-

hour, 4-hour, 6-hour, 8-hour and 10-hour time frames.  

After a very disappointing year for large gatherings and the cancellation of our own, everyone is looking forward to a return to 

normalcy. Interest is already high – I have even had requests of “Can I pre-register to secure my spot?”. I think we can expect 

there to be a record number in attendance. And who doesn’t enjoy weaving in sunny and warm south Florida in February? 

Proposed Retreat Schedule: 

• Monday, January 31st: Teachers and vendors may set up mid-afternoon. A Welcome Reception is planned for those who 

opt to register early around 6 pm (specific time may vary). 

• Tuesday, February 1st: Class will run from 8 am until 5 pm. For those who choose to add on to their registration, a Social 

Reception with a hot appetizer buffet and cash bar will start at 6:30 pm. A fun and rousing evening of Beach Basket 

Bingo will begin at 7:30 pm. We did this for the first time in 2020 and had about 110 people who attended. The reviews 

on it were excellent! 

• Wednesday, February 2nd: Classes will run from 8 am until 5 pm. A Teacher’s Marketplace will begin at approximately 

5:45 pm until 6:30 pm. 2-hour evening classes will be offered from 7 pm until 9 pm. There is no charge to the selected 

teachers to participate in the Teacher’s Marketplace. 

• Thursday, February 3rd: Classes will be offered from 8 am until 5 pm. You may choose to teach a 4-hour, 6-hour, or 8-

hour class this day (indicate such on the Class Proposal form). If you accept an 8-hour class, you will be expected to stay 

within your class until each and every student is finished – or until 5 pm. Schedule your travel plans accordingly. 

Class Proposal Forms: 

• Form is provided in both .DOC and .PDF formats. The .DOC form provides boxes that allow you to type directly onto it.  

• Save and title each Class Proposal with your name and class project title (i.e. Abernathy-WindingPathways). 

• Submit as many Class Proposals as you would like in either .DOC or .PDF format. Do NOT use .JPG or .PNG. 

• Class Proposals may be submitted via email (beckybechtel@gmail.com) or hard copy mailed to: 

Becky Bechtel       8487 Bent Creek Way       Naples, Florida 34114-9423 

Class Project Photos: 

• ALL photos MUST be EMAILED in high quality resolution. You may submit up to four photos per proposal. 

• Title / label each photo with your name, class title, and number (i.e. Abernathy-WindingPathways-Photo1). 

• Photos should have a SOLID BACKGROUND. An item to show visual size is preferred in ONE of the photos. Suggested 

items are an apple, quarter, or soda can.  

• It is not my responsibility to do your photo editing. Poor photos will be reflected in your scoring by the jury committee 

and may affect the acceptance of the class into the roster. 

Teacher Biography: 

• Along with one of your Class Proposals, include a biography of yourself and a photo. 

Teacher Compensation: 

• A teacher salary or reimbursement of travel or lodging expenses are not offered. Build all your fees into your class price. 

You are responsible for all personal and/or business-related tax implications. 

• Class fees will be paid to you directly from the students enrolled in your class and presented to you upon arrival at the 

event. 

• Lunch is provided for you on the days in which you teach. 

• A reduced, half-price Registration Fee will be offered to teachers who opt to take classes on days they do not teach. 

REQUEST FOR  

TEACHER PROPOSALS 

DEADLINE: APRIL 15, 2021 
 



Teaching Pod Information: 

• Five tables will be provided in either 18” or 30” width (6’ length) and placed in a U formation. You may reposition these 

tables as you choose within the space provided. 

• At least one table will be provided for either your class materials or to display merchandise for sale. The size and shape 

of the table(s) may vary based on what is available. We literally use every table the hotel owns for this event. In addition, 

space is tight, and we cannot accommodate very many extra tables – even if you offer to provide them. 

• Electrical outlets are spaced frequently around the room’s perimeter. Teachers / students are responsible for providing 

their own extension cords (and preventing tripping hazards), task lighting, etc. 

• All aerosol spraying and/or drilling must be done outdoors to alleviate airborne fumes and dust for those who have 

allergies or breathing difficulties. 

• The Teacher’s Marketplace held on Wednesday evening allows you to display within your pod whatever weaving related 

materials or supplies you wish to be offered for sale.  

Travel Information: 

• A block of reserved rooms will be held at the Crowne Plaza at a reduced rate of $179 per night. 

• Airports in close proximity: Fort Myers (RSW) – the hotel does provide a shuttle, Punta Gorda (PGD) 35 miles, 

Bradenton/Sarasota (SRQ) 92 miles, Ft. Lauderdale (FLL) 134 miles, and Miami (MIA) 144 miles. 

• Class materials may be shipped to the hotel in advance of your arrival and held there for your pick-up. 

Teacher Contracts: 

• You will be notified no later than May 1, 2021 if your Class Proposals have been selected by the Jury Committee. 

• Teacher Contracts will be provided within 7 days for your signature and are required to be returned within 14 days. 

• Three copies of written patterns in sheet protectors must be provided as part of the Teacher Contract and submitted 

no later than January 1, 2022. 

Miscellaneous Items of Note: 

• Class rosters by name (and email address upon request) will be provided to you on various dates starting in early 

November 2021. If your class has options (i.e. color, accent, etc.), each student’s choice will be noted.  

• The retreat policy for registrants who must cancel is stated on the teacher proposal form. If you choose not to – or 

simply cannot accept this policy due to the nature of your class, options are provided for you to note otherwise. 

• Every attempt will be made to fill your class to capacity (assumed 12 students unless you have noted otherwise) right 

up until the class begins. There have been too many instances of teachers not having enough material and/or kits 

available. You will be expected to bring with you to this event NO LESS THAN 14 KITS (or the equivalent materials) for 

each class you teach. This will allow for a seat that was vacated due to a late cancellation to be refilled without you 

being contacted for approval prior. The late cancellation registrant will be assumed to be entitled to their class kit 

(unless noted otherwise on the Proposal Form). It will be assumed that you will have complied with this. If you are on 

the road at various events prior to this one, set aside the minimum FOR THIS EVENT before you arrive.  

• Most classes taught allow for KITS to be made. These are pre-bagged with all materials and contain a pattern for the 

class. Within reason, it is requested that students will not be expected to get up, select and “pull” every weaving 

material required for the class. Exceptions for example, may be choosing an accent color or material. It is expected that 

you will present the materials AND pattern to the student at the start of the class. Many complaints have been received 

about this bullet item and it is respectfully requested that you fully comply. If your class prohibits you from adhering to 

this – and it is realized that there are some that do – please note it on the Class Proposal form under “additional 

comments” and consideration will be given. 

 

Selected teachers will be notified by May 1, 2021. If you have any questions or need clarifications on any item, please contact 

me.  

 

Good luck and thanks so much for your Class Proposal submissions!! 

 

Becky Bechtel, Event Organizer Chairperson      BeckyBechtel@gmail.com 

 


